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Gamecocks score five
Brooke Jacobs and the
USC women’s soccer
team had an offensive
explosion against UK.

See page 7

Young Jeezy Concert
Jeezy’s presence couldn’t
save a concert plagued
by incessant technical
malfunctions and extreme
time delays between acts.

See page 5

NEWS EDITOR

President Obama hosted a
conference call with college
journalists Monday, say ing
once again he is committed to
making the United States have
the world’s highest proportion
of college graduates by 2020.
Obama f irst made t h is
pledge i n h is St ate of t he
Union Address in Januar y.
The United States is
currently 12th in the world
in its proportion of college
graduates.
“We have fallen behind,”
Obama said in the conference
call. “If we’re serious about
building a stronger economy
and making sure we succeed
in the 21st century, then the
single most important step we
can take is to make sure that
every young person gets the
best education possible.”
Oba ma sa id a cr it ica l
part of his higher education

Courtesy of Pete Souza

Obama participates in a conference call with collegiate journalists.
plan is making college more
af fordable. He emphasized
his administration’s efforts to
increase Pell Grant funding
to keep up with inflation and
ra isi ng col lege t a x cred it s
for m idd le cla s s f a m i l ie s.
Subsidies for federal student

Carolina Alert warned against possible flash flooding
beginning Monday and spanning through Tuesday morning.
Drivers should avoid parking in lots behind 300 Main St., Blatt P.E.
Center and in front of the University Children’s Center. Other low areas
include the intersection of Main and Whaley Streets, the area beneath the
railroad bridge over Sumter Street and beneath the bridge over Pickens Street.
In the event of a flood, do not attempt to walk or drive through flood waters.
-Compiled by Sara Hartley, Assistant News Editor

Online gossip resurfaces
College ACB replaces Juicy Campus
as forum for spreading rumors

Wanna Fanta?

Elizabeth Keniston
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“Twilight”
hysteria
goes too
far when
teens
begin
showing
Michelle
affection
with ridicu- Fantone
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Gossip in college is inevitable. Gossip online,
perhaps, is even more so. Though Juicy Campus,
a website designed for college students to post
anonymous, uncensored gossip, was shut down in
February 2009, a new site has now taken its place.
College ACB, a replica of Juicy Campus, is up and
running and is being used regularly by students at
the University of South Carolina.
On this website, students can anonymously start
threads of discussion. While the lure of free speech
may seem appealing, College ACB enables the
posting of offensive remarks that can damage the
reputations of both students and organizations.
According to the Official Juicy Campus Blog,
Founder and CEO Matt Ivester announced that the
site shut down due to hard economic times and a lack
of steady revenue. The controversy of the site was

not a factor in its end; however, several court cases
and a 20/20 news feature highlighted the problems
of the website and its uncensored gossip.
Individuals opposed to the site argued that Juicy
Campus had no oversight without the ability to
report threats. In this regard, College ACB seems
to make one slight improvement from the Juicy
Campus site — a user-moderation button to report
posts that are heavily abusive, threatening, illegal or
considered dangerous.
However, students can still be targeted by
offensive and potentially damaging comments. Who
does the most drugs? Who hasn’t come out of the
closet yet? Which girls are the prettiest, the easiest,
the ugliest? Which guys are horrible in bed? These
questions and more are brought up on College ACB.
“It’s a good laugh at first until you see yourself on
it,” said one anonymous student who is targeted on
some of the posts. “You just really realize how untrue
everything is.”
Greek organizations are targeted on this site,
where groups are stereotyped and ranked into

Sara Leary
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Check out plenty of
photos from all the
per formers at Sunday
night’s Back to School
Bash in the Colonial Life
Arena.
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Unique classes offered
Passionate professors bring topics of religion in poetry,
philosophy of sex into classroom for spring semester

Young Jeezy Slideshow

loans, which Obama said used
to go to big banks, will now
go directly to students.
To lessen t he bu rden of
college debt, Obama said he
supports a policy mandating
that college graduates pay no
OBAMA ● 3

Students, parents, administrators,
ex perts and interested outsiders
will gather at Midlands Technical
C ol lege’s A i r p or t Ca mpu s t h is
mor n ing for a h igher educat ion
s u m m i t c a l l e d b y G o v. M a r k
Sanford.
The governor has criticized public
universities for taking in too many
out- of-st ate st udent s, spend i ng
too much ef for t on econom ic
development and raising tuition in
an economic downt urn in recent
week s. H is proposa ls i nclude a
cap on t uit ion and a halt to new
construction projects.
At risk for USC would be $115.5
million in new construction projects
USC’s Board of Trustees Building
and Grounds Committee approved
during a meeting earlier this month.
T he s e p r oje c t s s t i l l f ac e s t at e
approval, which could be yanked
should the Budget and Control Board
propose a construction moratorium.
This possibility could be discussed
at a Wednesday meeting, depending
on t he f low of subject mat ter at
Tuesday’s forum.
It’s an idea Sanford has strongly
supported in the past.
“ W it hout c r it ic iz i ng spec if ic
capital projects, I’d simply point out
what the governor has been saying
for some time: that there’s something
fundamentally wrong when tuition
keeps rising so dramatically while
at the same time more and more
e x p e n s i v e c ap it a l p r o j e c t s a r e
undertaken on our state’s publicly
f u nded campuses,” said Sa nford
spokesman Ben Fox.
The University has several plans
t hat could potent ially be on t he
chopping block, including a new,
100,000 square-foot student health
center that would cost $45.5 million
of the $115.5 million. Students and
administrators say t he Thomson
Student Health Center is outdated
and needs more space.
A not her $27 m i l l ion is slated
to renovate t he Women’s Q uad
dormitories near the Russell House.
Tom Quasney, USC’s Associate Vice
President for Facilities Management,
said the money will modernize these
three buildings with both interior
and exterior repairs.
There will be new furnishings, a
new elevator in each building and
building systems upgrades, including
mechanical, electrical and plumbing
overhauls. The dorms also will likely
be converted to suite-style rooms.
Another $6 million will go towards
replaci ng coils i n Sout h Tower.
T he s e me c h a n ic a l re nov at ion s

Want to understand the philosophy of sex? Or how poetry and religion
closely align? You can this Spring.
The University of South Carolina will add Religion and Poetry and
the Philosophy of Sex to the selection of courses available next semester.
Fred Dings, the professor teaching Religion and Poetry next spring, feels
teaching his students about different religions will give them a better
understanding of the world around them.
The passionate professor spent seven months researching and perfecting
lessons for his class, which was taught for the first time as a pilot course
during the Spring 2010 semester. The class covers Eastern religions like
Hinduism, Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism. Passages from sacred
texts will be studied to learn more about how each religion works.
In the class, the poets read have corresponding religious beliefs, allowing
students to learn what being a part of a particular religion is like.
“Courses like this allow students to better themselves and to understand
the ‘why’ about other cultures,” Dings said. “Understanding your own
beliefs, as well as the beliefs of others, greatly enhances your own ability to
CLASSES ● 2
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Behind the South Caroliniana library on
USC’s historic horseshoe, the fountain honoring
t h e
Carolina patriots of the American Revolution acquired
some unofficial tenants over the summer — a school of more than
twenty large goldfish.
Librarians at the Caroliniana first noticed that
someone, potentially a graduating student, had left
six goldfish in the fountain this past May. Since then,
the goldfish have multiplied as students, inspired by
the original idea, have added their own fish to the
community. Approximately twenty fish now swim
in the fountain to the amusement of the library
staff, students and faculty who come to view
the spectacle and spare a few bread crumbs.
The staff at the Caroliniana doesn’t at all
mind the company of the new squatters, who
attract attention from curious passers-by and
serve as a maintenance crew.
“We enjoy them; they keep the fountain
clean since they’re natural algae-eaters,” said
Robin Copp, Curator for Published Materials.
“I’ve never seen the fountain freeze, so I think
they’ll winter over.”
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build relationships with the people around you.”
Michele Merritt’s philosophy course touches on different cultures as well. She described
her class as a time to pose questions about why people in various societies feel the way they
do about sex and controversial issues surrounding gender.
“I begin Philosophy of Sex with compiled memoirs of a hermaphrodite, which definitely
opens the floor up to a lot of questions,” Merritt said. “It’s great to see what the class comes
up with.”
The Philosophy of Sex, which was taught for the first time last fall, gives students the
opportunity to learn more about gender, prostitution, body modification and same-sex
marriage.
Prior knowledge of philosophy is not needed to enroll in Philosophy of Sex since the class
is a substitute for Philosophy 101.
A benefit to taking topic courses at USC is that the instructor often presents specialized
projects that are closely related to their unique expertise and focuses on making the
classroom setting more interesting, according to Merritt and Dings.
Merritt said her class watches videos, and students have chances to debate gender issues
they’ve personally witnessed. Dings shared how he incorporates fun activities, like yoga
meditation, into the curriculum, and invites different speakers to share stories with his
students.
“The feedback from my class last Spring was really positive, so I am extremely excited for
this upcoming semester,” Dings said.
A second Religion and Poetry class based on Western religions will be offered next fall.
However, students are not required to take both courses. Dings did emphasize that taking
both courses will give students a more well-rounded, personal understanding of each culture.
Topic courses are engaging because they give students the opportunity to learn more
about what truly interests them, according to fourth-year international studies student Kim
Scriven.
“I definitely recommend taking topic courses as much as possible while in college,” Scriven
said. “It’s made my college experience much more meaningful, that’s for sure.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

NATIONAL

Afghan officials inspired by SC prison system
COLU M BI A — For years, Sout h
Carolina’s prisons officials have struggled
to care for a growing inmate population
on a shrinking budget. Now, the system
is being examined as a model for Afghan
prison officials hoping to revamp their
lockups while working with a fraction of
the budget the state has.
“We’re going to learn some more,
have some more experiences from here,
and then we’re going to implement it in
Afghanistan and use it in our system,”
Lt. Gen. Amir Muhammad Jamsheed,
director of Afghanistan’s prison system,
said Monday through an interpreter.
“South Carolina is an American prison
system, but ... it’s probably somehow
si m i la r to t he A fgh a n i st a n pr i son
system.”
Jamsheed is one of 15 officials touring
several prisons in South Carolina this
week i n a v isit arra nged so A fgha n
officials can see how the state maintains
a modern prison system while spending
less per inmate than nearly every other
state in the country.
On Monday, the group toured dorms,
t he st ate’s exec ut ion c h a mb er a nd
manufacturing facilities at Broad River
Correctional Institution, a maximum
securit y prison in Columbia. Visits
later in the week include a lockdown
facility for unruly inmates and Wateree
Correctional Institution, where they will
see the dairy and farming facilities where
much of the food for the entire prison
system is produced.
The delegation ended up in South
C a r o l i n a b e c a u s e t h e U. S . S t a t e
Depa r t ment wa nted a model t hat’s
comparable in size to the Afghan prison

system, officials said Monday. In its 28
prisons, South Carolina cares for about
24,000 inmates. A fghanistan houses
16,500 inmates in about 30 prisons.
But Afghanistan — whose officials
were particularly interested in facilities
where inmates’ laundry is washed and
where prisoners produce all of the state’s
license plates and h ighway sig ns —
operates its prisons on a mere fraction
of South Carolina’s budget. This year,
South Carolina’s Correction Department
has a budget of roughly $400 million.
Afghanistan is funding its system on just
$17 million.
“ T he y h ave not h i ng,” s a id B et h
Preston, a U.S. government contractor
h i r e d b y t h e St at e D e p t . t o h e lp
rehabilitate Afghanistan’s corrections
system. “A nd they do ver y well with
nothing. They may not have running
water. ... But they’re fed.”
This week’s visit is similar to a 2007
trip by a delegation of Iraqi officials
hoping to learn from South Carolina’s
prison system. Another delegation from
Afghanistan visited several years ago,
and officials from Kurdistan and the
Democratic Republic of Congo also have
visited.
Br ig. G en. A bdu l Baqi Beh sood i
(BAH’-key beh-SOO’-di) oversees Pule-Charkhi, a notorious prison some 20
miles east of Afghanistan’s capital city
of Kabul. Prisoners at Pul-e-Charkhi
have long complained of conditions at
the prison, where human rights groups
say the U.S. military has transferred at
least 250 detainees from Guantanamo
Bay and a prison at the U.S. military base
in Bagram.

INTERNATIONAL

Fatal accident for Segway company owner

Garance Burke / The Associated Press

Benjamin Reynosa, 49, of Orange Cove, picks table grapes near Fowler, Calif. The
immigration debate has focused on whether immigrants are taking Americans’ jobs.

US citizens show little desire for farmwork
V ISALIA, Calif.— It’s a question
r e k i nd le d b y t he r e c e s s io n : A r e
immigrants tak ing jobs away from
A merican citizens? In the heart of
the nation’s biggest farming state, the
answer is a resounding no.
Government data analyzed by The
Associated Press show most Americans
simply don’t apply to harvest fruits and
vegetables. A nd the few A mericans
who do usually don’t stay in the fields.
“It’s just not something that most
Americans are going to pack up their
bags and move here to do,” said farmer
Steve Fortin, who pays $10.25 an hour
to foreign workers to trim strawberry
plants at his nursery near the Nevada
border.
The AP analysis showed that, from
January to June, California farmers
p o sted ad s for 1,160 f a r mworker
positions open to U.S. citizens and
legal residents. But only 233 people in
those categories applied after learning
of the jobs through unemployment

offices in California, Texas, Nevada
and Arizona.
One grower brought on 36. No one
else hired any.
“It surprises me, too, but we do
put t he informat ion out t here for
the public,” said Lucy Ruelas, who
manages the California Employment
D e v e l o p m e nt D e p a r t m e nt ’s
ag r ic u lt u ra l ser v ices u n it . “I f a n
applicant sees the reality of the job,
they might change their mind.”
Sometimes, U.S. workers also will
turn down the jobs because they don’t
want their unemployment insurance
claims to be affected, or because farm
labor positions do not begin for several
months, and applicants prefer to be
hired immediately, Ruelas said.
Fort in spent $3,000 t his year to
ma ke su re t hat domest ic workers
have f irst d ibs on h is jobs i n t he
sparsely populated stretch of the state,
advertising in newspapers and on an
electronic job registry.

LON DON— A ll pol ice fou nd
at the bottom of a cliff was a man’s
body in a frigid river and a Segway,
the two-wheeled electric device that
was supposed to revolutionize personal
transport.
It was Jimi Heselden, a one-t ime
laid-off coal miner turned self-made
millionaire who had bought the Segway
company only 10 months earlier. He
appa rent ly fel l to h is deat h wh i le
riding one of the sleek black-and-silver
scooters. Authorities said Monday his
body was found in the River Wharfe at
the base of a 30-foot cliff.
Details remained sketchy — police say
only that the death was not suspicious,
meaning foul play is not suspected —
but the incident seems certain to raise
fresh questions about the safety of the
Seg way, which is banned on British
motor ways and in some U.S. cit ies
because of safety concerns.
A witness reported seeing a man fall
Sunday over a 30-foot drop into the
river near the village of Boston Spa, 140
miles north of London. The remote,
heav ily forested area, not far f rom
Heselden’s country estate, is popular
with hikers.
A fam ily spokesma n released
a st atement say i ng t he “e x ac t
circumstances of the accident are still
being clarified and will, of course, be
the subject of an inquest.” The family
“has been left devastated by the sudden
and tragic loss of a much-loved father
and husband,” the spokesman said.

Somber family members visited the
accident site Monday — placing wreaths
— but they asked for privacy.
Heselden, a high school dropout who
went on to make a fortune developing
a blast wall system used to protect
troops in Iraq and Afghanistan, never
abandoned his gritty roots. He used his
money to help people in the workingclass area around Leeds where he grew
up, earning folk hero status there.
The 62-year-old Heselden had bought
control of the Bedford, N.H.-based
Segway in December.
The company’s unique two-wheeler
was introduced with much fanfare in
1999 by its American founder, Dean
Kamen, as a means of transport that
was more protective of the environment
than other scooters and automobiles.
The company claims the Segway is 11
times more efficient than the average
American car. It can be used indoors
because it has no emissions, making it
popular with some police departments
and private security fi rms, who use it to
patrol indoor malls.
But it has also been linked to some
high-profi le mishaps.
President George W. Bush famously
tried one out in 2003 at his family’s
e st ate i n M a i ne, but t he mach i ne
toppled over when he tried to get on it.
Celebrity journalist Piers Morgan also
took a tumble on one — the video can
be seen on YouTube, along with dozens
of other Segway mishaps.

@

—Compiled by the Associated Press
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more than 10 percent of
t heir salar y to pay of f
student loans. The plan
would forgive whatever
debt is left over after 10
years.
Obama said he
want s to help st udent s
complete college through
a n i n it iat ive called
t he College Access
Completion Fund . The
f u nd wou ld eva luate
new approaches to help
A mericans get t heir
col lege deg rees. More
than a third of America’s
c ol le g e s t ude nt s , a nd
more than half of
minority students, don’t
earn a degree af ter si x
years of higher education,
according to Obama.
“ T h a t ’s a w a s t e o f
potential,” Obama said.
“Particularly if folks are
racking up big debt and
don’t have a degree at the
end. It’s up to students
to fi nish, but we can help
remove some barriers.”
Obama said an
important part of helping
recent college graduates
is allowing them to stay
on their parents’ health
c a r e u nt i l t he a g e of
26, as mandated in t he
Affordable Care Act. The
plan, which Obama said
would not substantially

raise healt h care costs,
is geared toward young
Americans looking for a
job after college or who
have a job that does not
offer health care.
O b a m a p le d g e d h i s
suppor t to t he Drea m
Act, which would allow
children of illegal
im m ig ra nt s to ga i n
citizenship by pursuing
h igher educat ion or
serving in the military.
On Monday, the Senate
defeated the most recent
version of the Dream Act.
Improving the
economy, which Obama
said is his biggest priority,
w i l l help st ates f u nd
u n iver sit ie s more by
increasing tax revenue.
But the inflation in higher
education, which Obama
sa id is occ u r r i ng even
faster than in health care,
needs to be controlled.
Oba ma sa id at h let ic
f ac i l it ie s , food cou r t s
and other amenities on
college campuses may be
a cause for rising tuition.
Food when he went to
college, Obama said, was
notoriously bad.
“Somebody has to
p a y f or t h at ,” Ob a m a
said. “A re we designing
ou r u n iver sit ie s i n a
way that focuses on the

GOSSIP ● Continued from 1
a “tier” system. Blog users will post their
idea of who is best in the Greek Village,
and others will comment on whether they
agree or disagree. Many members of Greek
organizations feared that these superficial
rankings would give potential new members
false impressions of the groups before
recruitment this fall.
Some of the posts on this site target
students of different races at the University.
Posts including racial profanities, stereotypes
and hurtful jokes about both black and white
students are widely used. Fourth-year dance
education and exercise science student Taylor
Ferguson commented on why such hurtful
posts are made.
“It’s sad because I think that’s how
some people really feel, and because it’s
anonymous, they can say whatever they want
without repercussions.” Ferguson said. “A
lot of stuff I ignore because it’s probably just

PAGE 3
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pr i m a r y ef fec t , wh ich
is education? You’re not
going to a university to
join a spa, you’re going
there to learn so you can
have a fulfi lling career.”
Obama also used
t he conference call
to encourage young
A mer ic a n s to educ ate
themselves on the midterm elect ions. Obama
s a id he needed you ng
people to vote in 2010
as t hey did in 20 08 to
prevent Republ ica ns
from reversing progress
Democrats have made.
“ You c a n’t s udden ly
just check in once every
ten years on an exiting
presidential election and
t hen not pay at tent ion
du r i ng big m id-ter m
elec t ion s where we’ve
g o t a r e a l b i g c ho ic e
between Democrats and
R e p ubl ic a n s ,” O b a m a
said.
Obama will be in
Madison, Wis. Tuesday
for a rally at the
University of Wisconsin,
t he f irst of a ser ies of
c ol le g e c a mp u s v i s it s
before the elections.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

the same group of people making comments.
Sometimes it’s funny and sometimes that’s
really bad — I guess that’s the south for you.”
So why do students post on College
ACB? Many believe that it’s because there is
virtually no chance of getting caught. Others
say that the students who post on the site
are putting others down to feel better about
themselves.
“If no one’s going to find out, posting
on the site is really tempting — especially
if it can help our own groups look better,”
said one anonymous member of the Greek
community.
Whatever the reason, some students try to
make light of the situation by mocking the
triviality of threads. For instance, some posts
bash groups that don’t exist or rank campus
critters like squirrels and rabbits rather than
trying to hurt other students.

will improve air quality and reduce
mold, said Gene Luna, Associate Vice
President of Housing and St udent
Development.
Approximately $17.5 million is slated
to go to USC’s Innovista district, a
project Sanford has strongly criticized
in recent years. This will allow for
the completion of the Horizon I and
Discovery I buildings. It will provide
office space, research facilities and
space for support staf f, according
to Quasney. Once completed, these
buildings’s work spaces will be fi lled
to capacity with USC professors and
researchers.
USC also plans to spend $4 million
to update t he t u n nel c ros si ng of
Assembly Street. There will be a ramp
entrance from the Law School to the
tunnel and an elevator.
“The current underpass is entered
by a long, steep set of stairs,” said
Ted Moore, USC’s Vice President
for Finance and Planning. “Students,
fac u lt y a nd st af f w it h d isabil it ies
cannot negotiate those stairs, and we
know it is a lot safer to use the tunnel
instead of crossing six lanes of traffic.”
O t her sm a l ler projec t s i nclude
f u r t her renovat ion s on McBr yde
Residence Hall, upgrades in Preston
College, a renovation to the Campus
Room in Capstone House and new
buildings at both USC Lancaster and
USC Upstate. Those projects total
approximately $15 million.
They’ll all face the state’s Budget and
Control Board in upcoming months.
Moore defended the projects from
t he governor’s crit icisms. He said
t uition hikes aren’t paying for the
majority of new construction. Miles
Loadholt, chairman of USC’s Board
of Trustees, wrote an editorial in The
State Sunday, Sept. 26 mak ing the
same assertions. Figures from USC
show less than $700,000 in funds from
tuition hikes funded new projects.
They ’ve sa id a halt i n new
const r uct ion would lead to safet y
concerns and a drop in quality.
“We have to respond to rhetoric but
with facts. We will interpret those

facts in the most reasonable and honest
way we can,” Moore said. “It’s not
clear to use that if we stop the capital
building, it would cause tuition to go
down.”
Sanford has said he wants Tuesday’s
forum to springboard legislative action
on h igher educ at ion is s ue s come
spring. He’ll leave office in January
after eight years as governor but has
recently garnered some high-profile
support from legislators upset over
skyrocketing tuition.
The outgoing governor has
specifically criticized USC, Clemson
and other South Carolina schools for
raising tuition in wake of an economic
dow nt u r n. T he st ate’s t u it ion i s
highest in the Southeast, and tuition
at USC spiked 6.9 percent prior to
this academic year. Other colleges,
including The Citadel and College of
Charleston, hiked tuition by almost 15
percent.
“We think this summit could well
provide the open and indeed Socratic
environment needed to foster a frank
debate about how best to address recent
burdensome tuition hikes, as well as
explore ways to better protect t he
taxpayer while keeping the dream of
college within reach for hard-working
South Carolina families,” said Sanford
in a statement.
But USC officials note a $105 million
f unding cut from t he Legislat ure.
T he y say t u it ion i nc rea se s a re a
necessary evil in wake of these cuts.
State funding for in-state students is
35 percent lower here than in North
Carolina and Georgia and 18 percent
below the national average, according
to the University.
“USC’s tuition is higher than tuition
at flagship institutions in other states
because USC’s state appropriat ion
per st udent is considerably lower
than these same states,” USC said in
a statement. “Higher tuition directly
correlates with substantially lower
state support.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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Obama’s repayment
cap could backfire
President Oba ma is com m it ted to helpi ng
the U.S. have the highest proportion of college
graduates possible. We don’t want to be 12th in
the world anymore either, but his solutions are
regrettably miscalculated.
In a conference call Monday, President Obama
said he wants to cap the salary portion college
graduates must contribute to paying off student
loans at ten percent. Also, his plan would require
all remaining debt to be forgiven after ten years.
This all sounds good,
ten seconds.
“Loan companies will forI fabout
lo a n c o m p a n ie s
now ma ny won’t be
be compelled to raise kable
to pay of f t hei r
debts within a decade
minimum payments at ten percent a year,
t hey ’l l be compel led
for the majority.” t o r a i s e m i n i m u m
pay ments for t he
majority to make up for the loss. Sure you won’t
have to pay more than 10 percent of salary, but you
many not be allowed to pay less than 9 percent.
Furthermore, companies may refuse altogether to
issue loans that are less likely to be paid off within
a decade. After ten years they couldn’t get their
money, so where’s the incentive to give loan money
they’ll never see again? This would inhibit students’
ability to pay for expensive schools and pricey but
prestigious programs.
This attempt to force private loan companies
to treat students better is noble, but is likely to
backfi re. The sad reality is that the U.S.’s largely
privatized tertiary education system is ill-equipped
to compete w it h t hose cou nt r ie s w it h more
government control. A more fundamental education
overhaul is necessary.

IN YOUR GRILLI

Water bottles harm environment
Buying a filter for your tap will save
money, the world from the plastic peril
Our generation is living in “The Green
Age.” Seriously, take a look around you.
Whether it’s the recycling bin against
the wall, the kid sitting next to you in
class with the environmentally-friendly
notebook, products in stores labeled
“energy efficient” or “made from recycled
materials” or, my personal
favorite, the reusable water
bottle, we are constantly
being encouraged to live
an eco-friendly lifest yle.
Green seems to be the new
black in today’s world, and
for good rea son. We’re
Veronica
slowly but surely turning
Grilli
Ear t h i nto one huge
Second-year
photography
landfi ll, and what kills me
student
is that we have the option
of decreasing our negative
impact and, generally speaking, no one
really cares.
I am so opposed to the concept of
bottled water. It is unnecessary, harmful
to the environment and, compared to
tap water, expensive. So you think that a
$1 bottle of water you just got out of the
vending machine is cheap? You just paid
5 cents per ounce of water. The water
that comes out of the sink in your dorm
room, house or apartment costs less than
1 cent per gallon. Here’s a fun fact: you
are only getting one twentieth of the
water you could be drinking all for the

convenience of little bottles that have a
better than 80 percent chance of sitting
in a landfill for the next thousand years.
Now if you’re l i ke me a nd t h i n k
tap water tastes nast y, next time you
go grocer y shopping pick up a water
purifying system. I would suggest the
kind you can attach to your faucet at
home for about $25. I’ve done the math,
and assuming you buy one case of water a
week, you spend upward of $150 a year on
bottled water. On the contrary, assuming
you have chosen to give water bottles the
boot, you would spend around $80 to
$90 the fi rst year — this includes your
purifying system, a reusable bottle and
fi lters — and about $50 every year after
that. So tell me who doesn’t want to save
about $100 a year?
People don’t realize how serious the
effects of plastic are on the environment,
and bottled water is a huge contributor.
Forty-seven million gallons of oil are used
each year to produce bottled water, which
means less oil for your gas-guzzling pickup truck, and the production of plastic
releases extremely harmful chemicals
into the ground and air — your water
and air supply. Going green isn’t just a
trend; it is a critical piece of the long term
solution to problems we’ve created.
Whether you want to admit it or not,
t his planet takes care of you. Eart h
provides you with breathable air, food,
water and all the resources you need to
continue to be able to live an abundant
life.

Her Majesty’s schemes to take our paychecks
British check-withholding plan will
surely be adopted by United States
The United K ingdom’s version of the
IRS, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs,
is introducing a new tax scheme. HMRC
would require employers to send employee
checks to the agency so HMRC may take
out t he deemed appropriate amou nt of
taxes and then send the piddling remainder
back to the employees. HMRC stresses the
need for employers to provide accurate and
quick delivery information so HMRC can
monitor all payments and make sure they are
receiving the appropriate cut from employee
paychecks.
The current British tax system follows
the A merican model in which employers
withhold part of the employee paycheck
and send the money to the tax authority at
the end of the year. The main difference in
the system is that individuals are unable to
prevent withholdings and fi le a tax return at
the end of the year.
Opponents of this new plan say it could
take weeks for overpaid tax f unds to be

refunded back to the employee if there are
problems with the department’s computing
systems. Can you see the sinister nature of
this new proposition by HMRC to make
the tax system more efficient? There will
be added adm i n ist rat ive cost s for t h is
program as well as ignorance on the part
of the employees who will not
realize how much money is
being taking away from them
to pay for a bloated government
budget.
This new arrangement will
s u it t he St ate qu ite n icely
because if ta x payers had to
Will Potter
Second-year
pay t heir taxes at one t ime,
economics
there would defi nitely be a lot
student
more protest ing against t he
gover n ment once t he y c a n
appreciate how much they are being screwed.
So t he St ate had to dev ise t r ick s to
deceive the taxpayer so they could gain the
maximum amount of revenue politically
possible. This where the great “free market”
economist M ilton Friedman inst r ucted
the A merican government to create the

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion
in the Unive r sit y of South Ca rolina
community. All published authors are
expected to provide logical arguments to
back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourage s
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length and
clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must conform
to the legal standards of USC Student
Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail gamecockopinions@sc.edu and we will print
the correction in our next issue.

withholding system so taxpayers would not
realize how much they are paying in taxes.
The new proposition by HMRC is the next
step in a totalitarian system. Instead of the
worker owning his own wage, the State
contends they are entitled to it as a “public
resource” and that the worker should be
happy for what he gets back.
Undoubtedly, the American government
will follow this new model because it seems
to be a race between the United States and
Britain to see who can recreate the Soviet
Union the fastest. Now that Congress and
the president are suddenly worried about
the deficit, there have been cries for more
tax increases to balance the budget. This
is the same Congress and president that
passed a second stimulus bill, promoted
never-ending wars in Afghanistan and Iraq
and int roduced Obamacare. I nstead of
making drastic cuts in spending to reduce
the deficit, the government will use balanced
budget rhetoric as an excuse to implement
the British tax scheme.

Unless you have been
l iv i ng u nder a ro c k
for the past few years,
you must have heard
about the vampire and
werewolf c raz e t hat
has been sweeping the
nation. Inspired by the
“Twilight” and “True
Blood” ser ies, teens
have been t r y i ng to
emulate their favorite
characters to t he
extreme. Just in the past
year, “werewolf packs”
have been
appearing
i n Te x a s
schools
with kids
wearing
t a i ls a nd
catlike
Michelle
contact
Fantone
lenses.
Fourth-year
J u s t
political science
and sociology
when we
student
t hought
t h i s
vampire/werewolf craze
could not get any worse,
teens have t a ken up
love biting as the latest
trend. Yes, teens are
biting their significant
others until it breaks
the skin and licking the
trickling blood. Gag.
Nothing surprises me
anymore.
W h i le some teens
are trying to emulate
Edward Cu llen , Bill
Compton or t hat
ac t ua l ly at t rac t ive
vampire from the CW’s
“The Vampire Diaries,”
other teens are simply
u si ng it as a way to
be more i nt i mate.
I’m sorry, but there is
nothing romantic about
your boyfriend biting
your neck and drinking
your blood. The other
aspect of t his bit ing
craze, other than the
so-called romance, is
it is also a way for one
person to “claim” or
put a mark on another.
This is somet hing
t h at h a s b e e n done
for decades wit h t he
infamous hickey, but
t he blood i ne ss of it
takes it to another level.
Human biting can be
extremely dangerous.
Not only can hepatitis,
HI V and other nast y
diseases be transferred
by biting and drinking
blood, but the wound
ca n get i ncred ibly
i n f e c t e d . Fu n f a c t :
According to t he
American Academy of
Pediatrics, the bacteria
liv ing in t he hu ma n
mouth is dirtier than
that of a dog or cat. So
u nless cont ract ing a
staph infection is your
idea of a romantic date,
I would stay away from
vampire biting.
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Rap concert huge disaster
Despite Young Jeezy’s energy, poor
management, amateur
attitudes ruin evening
Colin Campbell

ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR

Colonial Life Arena hosted local rap
radio station 100.1 FM The Beat’s “Back
2 School Bash” Sunday night. A follow-up
to this July’s “Summerfest,” at which
headliner Rick Ross was billed and then
at the last minute didn’t perform , the
“Back 2 School Bash” was every bit as
disappointing.
Hip-hop sensations Soulja Boy and
Young Jeezy had been promoted as the
top acts for the evening, but soon after the
doors of the arena opened, workers could
be seen posting signs that read “Soulja
Boy will not be performing tonight”
and offering ticket refunds to an already
underwhelming number of concertgoers.
The lack of attendance could have been
remedied, however, had the entire night
not been managed terribly. From the
opening performances, to the emcee,
to the sound system, to general time
management, the night was a fiasco from
all sides of production.
The acts prior to Jeezy’s appearance did
not do him justice. First, many performers
brought their entire entourages onstage
with them, as though this were some
monumental event. This only added a
level of unprofessionalism, and distracted
from the show. Nephew and Mob Boss,
one of the better opening performances,
had a member of their crew following
them around, who often obliviously stood

between the actual performers and the Ho w e v e r, t he s ho w w a s t e r r ib l y
audience, fi lming the performance with organized and— at one point,
a hand-held video recorder. When Jay-Z over an hour passed between
does that in a show, someone call me.
acts, while a DJ just played
The evening also proved t hat DJs popular rap you could hear at a
should stick to that — jockeying the club for a cover charge less than
discs. They are not singers, nor are they the price of a ticket.
rappers, so giving them microphones
Finally, af ter hou rs of
to bark “BAH! BAH! BAH!” to imitate stalling, anticipation and
gunshots only disrupts the overall sound. “technical difficulties,”
T he e mc e e w a s at r o c iou s . E ac h during which rowdy
c o m m e n t h e m a d e b e t w e e n a c t s fans even swore at
was increasingly and uncomfortably t h e e m c e e a n d
offensive, and his stalling attempts were t h r e w c o i n s at
mind-blowingly amateur. When it was h i m , a m a n
announced that Soulja Boy would not be d r e s s e d i n a l l
performing, he joked, “Y’all know that black swaggered
boy a cokehead!” After the only female on stage, to the
performer of the night, A lia Jackson , e c s t a s y o f t h e
fi nished, he shouted: “I don’t know what crowd. Just when
y’all was thinkin’, but I was thinkin’ she o n e t h o u g h t t h a t
Jesus
gonna get pregnant.”
himself might not be enough to save
The most unthinkably inappropriate the night, Jeezy appeared and the
comments were still to come, however. crowd went wild. His performance
“How do you get to be a DJ?” he asked wa s g reat , a nd he t r ied to be
the sound techs between performers. a redeem i ng force a nd i njec t
They all answered predictably: buy lots of energy into the evening. Yet after
equipment, practice, etc. “Did you go to everything that came before, it
school?” he pressed. When one answered was hard to wash away the taste
“I got a degree,” the emcee responded, of disaster.
“A GED is not a degree.” The comment
seemed to insinuate that one couldn’t be Comments on this story?
both smart and good at rap, while at the E-mail gamecockfeatures@
same time dissing education by saying sc.edu
educated people can’t be DJs. Heads up:
It’s a “Back 2 School Bash.”
Had the emcee not had to delay for
so long, he would not have had such
an opportunity to display his complete
lack of any semblance of intelligence.

Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

BIKER AIMS TO INSPIRE
‘Kenny Do It’ campaign
raising awareness, funds
to combat obesity, cancer
Vassil Karamonov

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Evan Agostini / AP Exchange

Shia LeBeouf (left), Michael Douglas, Carey Mulligan and Josh Brolin star in “Wall Street.”

‘Wall Street’ crashes
Film’s stabs to seem relevant
only instill boredom,
frustration

Wall Street: Money Never
Sleeps
★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Neal Hughes

STAFF WRITER

According to the title of the newest “Wall
Street” installment, money never sleeps.
Unfortunately, the film’s entire audience
will. Weighing in at a hefty two hours
and 13 minutes, it will send even the most
afflicted insomniac off to dreamland. In
fact, the only thing that felt longer than
“Wall Street 2” was BP’s reaction time to
the oil spill.
The original “Wall Street” was made
when the stock market was king and every
investment banker had a little Patrick
Bateman (of “American Psycho”) in him, or
so it seemed. Now, 23 years later, the stock
market is in worse shambles than Michael
Douglas’ career, and just the thought of
making a sequel now seems like a terrible
career choice. However, damning rational
thought as usual, director Oliver Stone
ignores the naysayers (or realists) and creates
such an atrocious film that Freddie Prinze,
Jr. would probably refuse a role.
Like most of Stone’s movies, “Wall Street
2” has strong political overtones and gives
his “objective” view of why the banks failed.
Instead of coming across as cutting and
insightful like the previous film, Stone
manages to sound like an old man who has
slipped into senility and thinks that his
opinions are best delivered by shoving them
down one’s throat instead of delivering
them reasonably.
Political opinions and motives aside,
“Wall Street’s” plot is so chaotic and choppy
it seems like Stone used a Mad Lib as the
skeleton of his script.
The film opens with Gordon Gekko
(Michael Douglas, who won an Oscar for
his performance of the character in the first
film) being released from prison eight years
after his white collar crime. After the film
establishes that no one bothered to come to
pick him up, it abruptly cuts to successful
stock broker Jake Moore (Shia LaBeouf).
LaBeouf is absolutely the worst casting

Director: Oliver Stone
Starring: Shia LeBeouf, Michael
Douglas, Carey Mulligan, Josh
Brolin
Run Time: 133 minutes
Rating: PG-13 for brief strong
language and thematic
elements.
choice for this movie. Each scene looks like
he just donned his “my first stockbroker” kit
and might as well be wearing a propeller hat,
because that might make him appear older
and more mature. Rarely is the purported
star of a film out-acted by every supporting
cast member, but somehow LaBeouf lets
every scene slip away from him. He should
probably start by not using that blank stare
that he always uses; it does not convey any
emotion, it just looks like he is blown away
by everyone’s acting.
Shia LaBeouf could have ruined the
movie all by his lonesome, but he doesn’t.
In fact, the writing of “Wall Street 2” is
probably the most abhorrent part of the
film. The script, courtesy of Allan Loeb
and Stephen Schiff, stoops so low that it
actually references those over-played Geico
commercials by stating that trading was “So
easy a caveman could do it.”
The only reason to see “Wall Street
2” would be to cure a terrible case of
nostalgia because the film does reference its
predecessor quite often, even though the 23
year gap between the two only makes this
new installment feel even more irrelevant.
If the first “Wall Street” is a personal
favorite, just do what everyone does with
the “Matrix” trilogy — pretend the sequels
never happened.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Ken ny Liv i ng ston is c u r rent ly
b i k i n g a c r o s s A me r ic a t o r a i s e
awareness about the obesity epidemic,
and what each of us can do to combat
it and improve healthy lifestyles. On
Friday, Livingston took time to talk
with The Daily Gamecock about his
mission and experience.

The Daily Gamecock: Kenny, you’re
pedaling across America on a beach
cruiser bicycle; what is your goal or
purpose for doing this?
Ken ny L i v i n g ston : Wel l, my
pu r pose is si mply to i n spi re my
fellow Americans by example to start
caring about their personal health
and daily lifestyle choices in regards
to becoming healthier, exercising and
making better food choices. My goal
is to build better Americans which in
turn will build a better America.

TDG: How did you earn the name
“Kenny Do It”?
KL: I would like to take credit for
it, but I was actually talking to some
friends about doing this bike ride, and
one of them said, “Well can Kenny
even do it?” I thought about it and
told them that’s what this mission is
about. I’m just a regular guy who’s
never ridden more than 30 miles a day
and people will always ask, “Can he
do it?” So the element of whether or
not I can complete this ride became
a huge part of this equation and my
nickname.

T DG: On your website you
mention, “The vision here is not
simply to achieve my goal in front of
you but rather to achieve it with you.
My route is an open course for anyone
to ride along side of me (regardless
of how long or far) and start their
own journey of change.” What would
you say is the most amount of time
participants ride alongside of you on
your journey?
KL: I think it was around sixteen
miles in Austin. I biked across the
town and they had a ‘Halfway Across
America’ party for me. A bunch of
locals came and biked along side of
me.

TDG: America’s obesity rates are
increasing every year; as a result,
cancer, strokes and diabetes rates are
increasing. What do you think people
across America are doing wrong, and
what better choices can they make?
KL: Well number one, I think the
biggest problem is lack of education

Courtesy of kennydoit.org

Kenny Livingston is taking his bike
across America to promote good health.
about food, where your food comes
from, the ingredients of your food
and what you should k now about
them. I’ve recommended to people
time and time again to watch the
movie “Food, Inc.” Once you watch
this two or three times you’ll really
start to understand t hat t he food
you think you’re eating isn’t really
at all what you’re eating! ...I think
the two major factors here are eating
poorly and not exercising. Those
two components are not emphasized
enough, and I think people have a
problem with portions. People don’t
know what the size of an actual meal
should be. As a country, America has
become apat het ic and lazy! Some
people don’t even think of obesit y
as a problem. It doesn’t even bother
them. Their mentality has become
such that, “they’ll come up with a
medication for me to fi x any potential
problems I might have!”

TDG: You have decided to raise
money across the nation for better
school lunches and cancer. Tell us more
about this.
KL: Anyone can visit my website,
w w w. k e n n y d o it . o r g, t o m a k e a
donation. Our nation’s children are
the future of America, and educating
and supply ing t hem w it h healt hy
fo o d c hoice s i s ver y i mp or t a nt .
The donations not only go towards
improving school lunches, but also
to The American Society of Clinical
Oncology (ASCO). This aids ASCO
in their efforts and research to help
fi nd a cure for the numerous cancers
that exist.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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The Scene

Spurned ● By Jarad Greene / The Daily Gamecock

USC

CALENDAR
WHAT: Safe Zone Ally
Development Training
W H E N :
8 : 3 0
WHERE: Russell
H o u s e
3 1 5

PhD ● By Jorge Cham

W H AT: Lo g a n
Smalley Promotional
W H E N : 12 p . m .
WHERE: RH Patio

ALL GET OUT, O’BROTHER, DEATH ON TWO
WHEELS, PAN
7 p.m. doors, $8 advance / $10 day of show
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

PICTURE OF THE DAY

TODAY

TOMORROW

LOGAN SMALLEY

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

8 p.m., Free
Russell House Ballroom

7 p.m. doors, $8
New Brookland Tavern, 122
State St.

A MONGOLIAN TALE

8 p.m., Free
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937
Main St.

SOUTH CAROLINA
BROADCASTERS W/ JOSH
MCGILL

6 p.m. doors, $5
The White Mule, 1530 Main
St.

W H AT: U n i v e r s i t y
101 Campus Safet y
Presentations
W H E N : 1: 3 0 p . m .
WHERE: RH 305
WHAT: STAC Meeting
WHEN: 4 p.m.
WHERE: RH 203
W H AT: S t u d e n t
Government Freshman
Council Meetings
WHEN: 5 p.m.
W H E R E : R H 315
WHAT: Carolina Service
Council Meeting
WHEN: 6 p.m.
WHERE: RH 303
WHAT: RHA Senate
WHEN: 6:30 p.m.
WHERE: PSC 104

Sydney Medlin / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Two students stroll down Sumter street enjoying Columbia’s uncharacteristically
cool weather on the way to class Monday between breaks in the drizzle.

Crossword

HOROSCOPES
Nothing quite
comes together today. No
amou nt of f ussing w ill
cha nge t h is. However,
you and a partner handle
qu ite a few n iggl i ng
disagreements.

TAURUS

A power
figure controls work from
a distance. You have good
ideas for how to get it all
done. Be prepared to revise
results to satisfy.

G E M I N I Yo u
u nderst a nd you r ow n
desires ver y well. Now
share them with another
to figure out how to satisfy
them. Together you get it
done.
CANCER You face
tough responsibilities with
a partner who demands
performance immediately.
You’re perfect to handle
the pressure and get the
job done.

LEO

Today’s group
activities require social
graces and responsibility.
Work hard to ensure that
everyone stays on track.
Bring fun to the project.

V IRGO You need
to get an idea across very
clea rly to a va r iet y of
people. Formal language
suits the elders. Others
need to see it in action.
LIBRA

Spend the day
wrapping up old business.
At home or at work, your
desire for resolut ion
outweighs other people’s
demands. Time heals.

SCOR PIO T h is
would be a great day to stay
at home by yourself and
appreciate the peace. Let
others fend for themselves,
just for today.
SAGITTA RIUS

people understands your
situation better than you
do. While you stress about
it, they proceed to work
out the problem.

C A PR ICOR N

Your enthusiasm overflows
at work. Others may feel
you’re forcing them to do
what you say, but that’s
not your intention. Tone
it down.

AQUARIUS Your
thoughts focus on logical,
reasonable methods. The
pr ac t ic a l pat h to you r
goal work s best. Leave
imagination for another
day.
P I S C E S

Redecor at i ng i nvolve s
window treatment. Start
by washing the windows
and removing old paint
a nd drapes. Measu re
before you buy.

O ne of you r f avor ite
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Across
1 State of disarray
5 BLT condiment
9 Ding-a-ling
13 __ Alto
14 Baby step?
15 Human, e.g.
16 Prospector’s
funding
18 Simpson of
fashion
19 Zone
20 It’s not pretty
22 “Bad Moon
Rising” band,
familiarly
23 Compete in a
derby, maybe
27 Remedial
treatment
29 Opus __: “The Da
Vinci Code” sect
30 Rolodex no.
31 “The Scarlet
Letter” letter
32 __-en-Provence,
France
34 Run-down
36 “To Autumn” poet
40 Son of Abraham
43 Memorable time
44 Lawyer’s aide
48 Spa beneﬁt, for
short
49 FedEx rival
52 Tehran inhabitant
54 Disbelieving looks
57 Some OR staff
58 Showing no emotion
59 German chancellor,
1982-’98
61 Flay and Ray, e.g.
62 Tenderized cut of
beef
66 Dutch city known
for its blue-and-white
pottery
67 Swiss abstractionist
68 Fee
69 Breyers competitor
70 Succumbed to
being grilled
71 Mideast city on its
own gulf
Down
1 EPA sticker datum
2 Otitis
3 Like a sot’s speech
4 Fruit juice brand
5 Protective pad
6 Words with clip or

time
Solution for 09/27/10
7
Backwoods
type
8 Heeded
9 Passed,
say
10 Run
11 Erased
12
38-Across
work
15 Paul
McCartney
or Sting
17 Lee
with frozen
desserts
46 Lasted longer than
21 Poetic preposition
expected, as a meeting
22 NFL snapper
47 Q&A part: Abbr.
24 Shimmering
50 Push-up target
aquarium ﬁsh
51 IHOP servings
25 “__ Eyes”: Eagles
53 Wants to know
hit
26 Tarzan portrayer Ron 55 Smash hits, in slang
56 “Be-Bop-__”: 1956
28 Rani’s spouse
hit
33 1960s-’70s Jaguar
60 Other, in Oaxaca
35 “Baseball Tonight”
61 B-F connectors
airer
63 Kingsley who played
37 Eye doctor
Gandhi
38 The Phantom of the
64 Short head lines?
Opera
65 Baseball’s Griffey
39 Bern’s river
40 “__ be an honor”
41 Waded (through)
42 Keen way to be
aware
45 Featherbrain
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Jacobs one of five Gamecocks to net goals
in SEC road romp over Kentucky
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER

During the fi rst month of the season, No. 23 South
Carolina made earning points on the road a regular
occurrence. This weekend was no different.
After playing to a 0-0 draw against Vanderbilt Friday
night, the Gamecocks closed out the weekend with a 5-1
thrashing of Kentucky Sunday afternoon, securing a
strong start in SEC play.
“It’s fantastic. We always say how hard it is to play
on the road in the SEC. To get points on the road is
outstanding,” USC coach Shelley Smith said. “I’m really
proud of the team’s determination again today to come
out and bounce back from a disappointing Friday where
we couldn’t fi nd the net and played well but not good
enough to win. Today they did well to make sure they
won before they headed home.”
Friday’s match against the Commodores proved to a
battle with the elements as well, as heavy rain plagued
both teams for much of the match’s 110 minutes.
After both teams combined for just five shots in the
fi rst half, Carolina came out fi ring in the second. The
Gamecocks notched three shots in the first five minutes,
including one from junior midfielder Kira Campbell that
was saved by Vanderbilt keeper Rachel Bachtel.
The Commodores responded, however, firing four
shots over a two-minute span, one of which deflected off
the crossbar. Carolina’s defense stood strong, however,
and the score remained tied as the match headed to
overtime.
The Gamecocks controlled both extra periods,
outshooting Vandy 5-0 in the final 20 minutes. The
offense again saw opportunities to score, including a shot
from junior forward Maria Petroni in the fi nal minute

“Ever yone played and
that was saved by Bachtel, but couldn’t quite find the net
had opportunities to show
as the match ended in a draw.
what they can do in the
Sunday, on the other hand, was a different story.
After an evenly-played first half, the Gamecocks SEC. Everyone played a
outshot Kentucky 13-2 in the second and went on to great role,” Smith said.
“Losing K ira on
score four goals in the fi nal 45 minutes.
“I was very pleased with the way we put the ball in the Friday night, we
net today. That’s something we’ve struggled with the h ad to c ome
past couple games,” Smith said. “The chances we had we o u t a n d
put away. That’s what we needed to do. Kentucky played play a little
us tough. It was a great battle in the first half. We came d i f f e r e n t
out in the second half with more determination and and Lolly
made the most of our chances. That’s what we’ve been s t e p p e d
up and
talking about.”
Bouncing back from a Kentucky goal in the 25th t o o k
minute, freshman forward Sam McGowan put Carolina o v e r f o r
on the board 15 minutes later after receiving a pass from u s i n t h e
sophomore defender Christine Watts and sending it just midfield. Those
inside the post. The goal was the first of her collegiate are the things
we need out
career.
Taking the momentum into halftime, Carolina wasted of t he players
little time putting the Wildcats away for good. In the coming off the
53rd minute, junior forward Kayla Grimsley found the bench and they
back of the net for the third time this year, taking a pass did that today. I’m
really proud of the
from Watts and firing into the top corner.
Junior Lolly Holland was next. Starting at midfield whole team’s effort.
after Campbell suffered an injury in Friday’s match, They did what they
Holland received a cross from senior forward Brooke needed to do to win
Jacobs in front of the goal, and after her first attempt was the game.”
deflected, took the rebound and put it past keeper Sydney
Hiance in the 56th minute.
Comments on this story?
Jacobs extended Carolina’s lead to three on a breakaway E-mail gamecocksportspage@
in the 58th minute. Blocked on her first shot, the senior sc.edu
recovered the rebound and popped it in.
Freshman midfielder Danielle Au also continued her
hot-streak by the net, scoring her team-leading fourth
goal to top it all off. Receiving a pass from Jacobs, Au
fi red one past Hiance in the 61st minute that gave the
Gamecocks an insurmountable 5-1 lead.

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Offensive explosion for USC

Carolina shuts out 49ers
Riddled with injuries, men’s soccer
upsets ranked Charlotte squad
Isabelle Khurshudyan
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Chris Keohane/THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Freshman Julliette Thevenin, a native of Belgium, was
instrumental in Carolina’s four-set win on Sunday.

Volleyball spikes ‘Dogs
Thevenin leads
USC to win over
The Citadel
Rodney Gray

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The USC volleyball
t e a m s pl it a p a i r of
home matches t h is
past weekend, as t he
Gamecocks lost Friday
to SEC foe Mississippi
but bounced back
Sunday to defeat The
Citadel.
The Gamecock
of fense was sporad ic
as Ole Miss won every
statistical category and
won in straight sets, 2521, 25-17 and 25-18.
USC failed to sustain
any kind of consistent
of fen s e a s Ole M i s s
dominated the hitting
battle .274 to .186 on
the day.
Fr e s h m a n Ju l ie t t e
Thevenin had 10 kills
a nd sen ior Ha n na h
Law i ng had a ga meh i g h 22 d i g s i n t he
match.
The loss on Friday
marked the third
straight loss in the SEC
for the Gamecocks and
the fourth straight loss
overall.
But, USC broke
t h rough w it h a w i n,

albeit a non-conference
victory, against the instate Bulldogs, winning
the match in four sets,
25-20, 25-18, 24-26 and
25-11.
T h e v e n i n h a d 21
kills, 11 digs and four
aces in the match.
“I think she is
a c c l i m a t i n g ,” U S C
coach Ben Somera
said. “The difference
for her right now is the
t ransit ion game is so
much faster for her then
what she’s used to in
Europe but offensively
in her attacks and shot
select ion [she] keeps
getting better match to
match.”
Thevenin, a Belgium
nat ive, was not alone
however, as her fellow
Gamecock, Megan
Laughlin, had 13 kills
on the day.
The Gamecocks
dominated the Bulldogs
i n t h e m a t c h , o u thitting the Citadel .290
to .158 . USC had 61
kills compared to just
40 kills for The Citadel
on the day.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu

Heading into Saturday night’s game on the road
against Charlotte, things were not looking up for the
USC men’s soccer team.
Having lost three players to season-ending injuries
through just five regular season games, the Gamecocks
were in a state of uncertainty and adjustment as several
players had to step-up and play with little experience or
even take on new positions.
But, the Gamecocks were able to return to Columbia
having earned a 1-0 shutout victory over the No. 25
49ers.
“I was very proud of our guys,” USC coach Mark
Berson said. “We’ve amassed a pretty devastating series
of injuries here with three guys out for the year.”
Despite t he i nju r ies a nd va r iou s adju st ment s
throughout play, including the recent return of Sam
Arthur, who is just beginning to get back to his former
standard of playing after foot surgery, the Gamecocks
didn’t miss a beat on Saturday night.
A team that has struggled with getting off to a strong
first half of play, South Carolina (3-2-1) came out of the
gate hot as Blake Brettschneider scored the only goal
of the game in the 14th minute after he tracked down a
long ball and fired from inside the box.
Charlotte (3-4-0) had nearly scored just seconds
into the game off a shot by Jennings Rex, but Jimmy

Maurer’s diving save preserved the early shutout, and
perhaps turned the momentum in USC’s favor, setting
up Brettschneider’s goal soon after.
Though the Gamecocks had ample opportunity to
build on their lead, with two shots by Stephen Morrissey
just missing the inside of the goal posts in the fi nal 20
minutes of action, Brettschneider’s lone shot was enough
to lift USC to a hard-fought victory.
While Charlotte had five more corner kicks and a
20-11 shot advantage over USC, Maurer tallied five saves
and was named Conference USA Defensive Player of the
Week as a result of his stellar play.
The Gamecocks also had to deal with a 30-minute
lightening delay at halftime that caused an extended
interruption of play and a slower pace in the second half
due to field conditions.
“We talk to our players all the time about the ability to
adjust,” Berson said. “I thought our guys did a great job
and just continued right on with the second half [after
the lightening delay].”
W hile the win was definitely a positive for the
Gamecocks, Brettschneider was injured during play and
is still being evaluated. Should Brettschneider have to
miss play, he would be the fifth Gamecock to do so this
season.
“We had five players that were playing in new positions
on the field,” Berson said. “That was going into playing
a team that was 20-2 at home and had not lost at home
since 2008, so our guys played very, very well.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

SAARI-BYSTROM, KANAKOVA, MORGINA
STAND OUT AT FURMAN FALL CLASSIC
Women’s tennis
continues strong play
Paulina Berkovich

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The USC women’s tennis team
continued its impressive fall season
with a solid performance at the Furman
Fall Classic. The Gamecocks started
the weekend strong, with five victories
in six singles matches on Friday. Two
players, Madeleine Saari-Bystrom and
Dominika Kanakova, were undefeated
in singles for the weekend.
Sa a r i-By st rom , a sophomore ,
improved her record on the season
to 8 -1; t he eight m atc he s won
consecutively. Kanakova boasts a 7-2
record so far in her freshman year and
has a six-match winning streak.
“Maddie has been strong for us all
season,” coach Arlo Elkins said. “She
only lost something like six games
all weekend. [Saari-Bystrom and
Kanakova] will both be huge for us
later in the season.”
USC faced players from elite teams
all weekend. Saari-Bystrom defeated

Vanderbilt’s Nelly Radeva and North
Carolina’s Tessa Lyons on her way to
winning flight five. Kanakova won
against North Carolina’s Haley Hemm
and Laura Slater in flight six.
“You have to play the best in order
to be the best,” Elkins said. “This
tournament is really like the NCAA
tournament in the level of competition
that’s there, and it’ll help us later on
down the road.”
Junior Anya Morgina, ranked No. 70
in the nation in singles, claimed a win
against Monica Arguello of Furman
on Friday before suffering two losses
on Saturday, one against Jocipa Bek ,
the nation’s No. 13 player. She finished
fourth in flight one.
The team struggled in doubles due
to a couple of injuries. Soreness forced
Dijana Stojic and Miljana Jocic to
withdraw from play on Sunday, but
both should be prepared for practice
on Tuesday.
Stojic, who is ranked No. 58 in the
nation in singles, lost her fist match of
the season against Vanderbilt’s Chelsea
Preeg. Jocic won her Friday match
against Tennessee’s Whitney Wofford.

Their absence forced other players
to compete in multiple rounds of
doubles. K anakova and Morgina
defeated Boyet te and Murray of
Furman. Freshman Katerina Popova
also teamed with Kanakova, and the
pair suffered a loss to Vanderbilt’s
Robertson and Wu. Popova and SaariBystrom were defeated by a team from
Clemson.
“We’re still trying to find the right
combinations for our doubles,” Elkins
said. “But once we do that, they should
pick up.”
The team has two weeks to rest and
recover before its next tournament, the
Wildcat Invitational.
“ We r e a l l y n e e d t o s t a r t
conditioning,” Elkins said. “We’re
going to work on some things we really
feel we need to work on. We don’t
prepare any different really for one
tournament than we do for another
one. We try to prepare the same all the
time and keep the routine.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE

•

Apartments

For Sale

1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Driving to South Bend IN December.
need another driver 208-309-2713

1BR by USC $550.
Call 546-1290

MATTRESS SETS
You Cannot Find a Better Deal!
Still in plastic. Full $110 Queen $125.
Sheets $25 Call Mark @ 238-6288.

Found

Housing-Rent

Young tabby cat on S. Bull St.
White collar with bell.
Call Meggie 330-620-6329.

ST O

F

BE

Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804

Vote in the
Best of Carolina
2011 contest!

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm

Rides
to Share

Walk to USC- Clean & Quiet 2BR 1BA
$525 w/deposit. 776-5405.

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Help Wanted
BARTENDING $250/day No exp
nec available 800-965-6520 x253
SEPTEMBER OPENINGS
Great Pay, FT/PT sched, sales/svc
no exp. nec, al ages 18+ cond apply
772-4112 www.workforstudents.com

Come join us on

Greene St.
Win Jason Aldean,
Corey Smith or
Avett Brothers
tickets!
Play water pong!

1 a.m
a.m.. - 2 p.m
m.
Wednesday, Sept. 29 11

Major credit cards accepted

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

•

Russell House, Rm. 343

Help Wanted
Needed: Computer Whiz!
Business or computer science student
to handle multiple computer/data
entry tasks including process
purchase orders, inventory & special
orders. Approx. 18/hrs/wk daytime.
Email resume and cover letter to
littlelambsandivy@gmail.com

Help Wanted
Child Care
PT NANNY NEEDED -Tues & Thur
8am-1:30pm. Must have exp w/infants
& young chldren. Please email
resume to cmmilling@gamil.com or
fax to 803-451-7701.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy Test.
Call Birthright 765-0165

